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Decolonisation in the academic environment

authors had often asked her to put the

has recently gained considerable attention

country in the title when the research was

and contributed to some positive

from an LMIC but never when the research

developments, especially in relation to

was from an English-speaking high-income

university teaching in high-income countries.

country (HIC). Dr Knipe wanted to see

However, one area in which change is much

whether this insistence extended beyond

needed is in respect of reporting the settings

co-authors, and in this case, it was evidenced

of studies. The practice of labelling the

by the editorial point. A quick audit of recent

country from which research data originate

Lancet Psychiatry articles confirmed that the

at best provides vital information to assist our

practice was not equitable. We believe that

understanding of the context of studies but

insisting on the country being included

may otherwise convey a powerful message

in the title is the right thing to do, but the

about locational norms and the construction

requirement should be the same for all

of the ‘other’. Where English-speaking high-

countries from which data originate.

income countries are positioned as ‘normal’
locations for research and the rest of the

Similarly, in the text of articles, it is very

world is viewed as ‘other than normal’ and

important that all references to individual

thus in need of mention by name.

studies mention the country in which the
studies were conducted. It is normative to

In 2021, an invitation to revise and resubmit

see ‘a study in Zambia …’ but very unusual to

the manuscript describing a study conducted

read ‘a study in the UK…’. However, it is not

in Sri Lanka, which was led by Dr Knipe, was

appropriate to name low-income or non-

received from the Lancet Psychiatry. One of

English speaking settings only. All research

the editorial points of the journal was that

is a product of the social and cultural system

the country of the study should be included

within which it is created, and therefore, it

in the title of the manuscript. This had been

should be labelled.

intentionally omitted in that manuscript
to gauge the response of the reviewers and

We request all editors to adopt equitable

editors. Dr Knipe, whose primary research

reporting and consider including our

focus is on LMICs, had noticed that co-

recommendations into author and editorial
guidelines (Box 1).
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Box 1 – Recommendations for equitable reporting of studies in human populations

Title:
-

In the report title, authors should include the country in which the studies were conducted.

Abstract:
-

For systematic review, authors should explicitly state the generalisability of the findings of their
reviews if reviews include primarily HIC data.

Background/Discussion:
-

When previously conducted studies are reported, authors should highlight the context in which the
studies originate.
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